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President’s Message
By
Dan Conroy
We have already started working on the 2014 Iowa Association of Private Investigators
conference. There has always been a great effort on part of our board and volunteers to
make it beneficial for our members and this year will be no different.
This year it will be held in the same place as last year the Holiday Inn located at 4800
Merle Hay Road in Des Moines, Iowa on July 24 and 25th 2014.
As always we will of course have outstanding speakers and vendors this year for everyone to get some
great information and ideas.
I really hope to see as many members from our association attend the conference. We all have commitments and responsibilities that come up but we would really love to see everyone attend.
We need to continue to strive to keep IAPI strong and vital. The biggest opportunity we have as IAPI
members is our annual conference to keep networking, building relationships and continuous improvement
on our craft.
In closing I would like to encourage every member to get involved with our organization and see what
committees they would want to volunteer for this year. Also once again thank everyone for supporting
Iowa Association of Private Investigators.
Enjoy the Holiday season and wishing everyone success in 2014!
Take care,
Dan
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Judge to decide if Rubashkin violated rules
By Trish Mehaffey, The Gazette CEDAR RAPIDS - Former Agriprocessors vice president Sholom Rubashkin will have to explain to a federal
judge today why private investigators working for him have been contacting jurors from his 2009 trial, without the judge's per-mission. A former juror told assistant U.S. Attorneys he had been contacted twice by
private investigators working for Rubashkin, who was convicted of
bank fraud and other charges, and asked for his assistance regarding
an appeal for Rubashkin, according to court documents. The juror declined to speak with investigators and Rubashkin's daughter, who accompanied an investigator during one of the contacts.
The government filed a motion asking the court to require Rubashkin
and his attorneys to explain why the court shouldn't hold them in contempt for violating local court rules. According to local court rules, a defendant and attorneys are prohibited to question trial jurors before, during or after a trial concerning their actual jury service without the trial
judge's consent.
Judge Linda Reade will hear arguments at 8 a.m. today. Rubashkin
can attend via phone conference from prison but his attorneys are required to attend, according to her order.
Rubashkin, of Postville, was convicted in 2009 by a jury in South Dakota, after a venue change, on 86 federal counts of bank, mail and wire
fraud, money laundering and failure to pay livestock providers in a
timely manner. The charges stem from a May 2008 immigration raid at
the former Agriprocessors meatpacking plant in Postville. Nearly 400
illegal workers were charged. Rubashkin was sentenced in 2010 to 27
years in federal prison.

• Comments: (319) 398-8318; trish.mehaffey@sourcemedia.net
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Valuable Files to Review in a Background Investigation
August 14, 2013 / by Amy Thomson / PInow Article

When conducting a background check, investigators may have established routines
of where to start on the hunt to uncover everything about a single individual. When
specific resources continuously yield results, it’s only logical to revisit those places,
thus forming the routine. We spoke with two private investigators, Brian Willingham
and Pamela Hay, curious to learn some of their favorite and most yielding places to
look for data when working on a background investigation. They both agreed that
although an investigator’s go-to files are important, it’s also a good idea to constantly be widening the spectrum of sources, to open the door for new and pertinent
information. They suggested divorce filings, bankruptcy proceedings, UCC filings,
and sources, as being some of the most valuable files to review in a background
check.
Hay teaches a professional investigations course at Boston University, along with
running her own investigations firm, Broad Range Investigations. Willingham owns
The Diligentia Group, an investigations firm specializing in background checks, and
has been in the field for more than 11 years. Each investigator shared their go-to
places, and some of them overlapped. Coming from two experienced professionals,
this will hopefully provide a valuable resource to investigators looking to break the
routine, and revisit a source they haven’t checked in awhile.
Here’s a list of the files they recommend reviewing:

Divorce Filings
Both investigators couldn’t say enough about the success they have had searching
through divorce filings. They can hold a plethora of information that isn’t available
anywhere else. The individuals list their income, their assets, and details about their
children.
They can also be a gold mine with descriptions of issues within the marriage, such
as any violence or abuse that occurred, a possible restraining order, adultery or unfaithfulness. Investigators can also find out which medications the individuals were
on, if there were any addictions within the family, and more.
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Bankruptcy Proceedings
People are required to supply a good bit of information in order to file for bankruptcy, regardless of whether they are filing voluntarily or involuntarily. These files
detail their assets, income, information regarding their children, their pension plan,
and all liabilities they have had or are currently holding.
Generally, United States bankruptcy proceedings offer a payment plan. This could be
something to follow up on -- was the subject able to comply with the payment plan?
were they punctual?
UCC Filings
Willingham believes UCC filings are most frequently overlooked. A UCC filing is a
recording of a person’s valuable liens or material items they list as collateral. People
put up things like art collections and coin collections. Usually items that an investigator could not know about without entering the individuals home.
A UCC filing could seriously change a subject’s worth after being reviewed.
Interviews with Sources
Although sources can be more difficult to reach, they can yield some of the most
valuable information. It’s worth the time it takes to get consent from the source and
find a time to meet that caters to both parties, to hear what the source has to say.
A source will most likely reveal information that an investigator never would have
had access to in a record or a file. Discussing a subject with a source can also lead to
a tip to explore a new area, city, or state for records and further the investigation.
Both investigators did advise to keep in mind that not all of these files are publicly
available in every state. All investigators need to be cognizant of what is legally accessible to them during an investigation. There are rules and guidelines to what is accessible in every state. Divorce filings, for example, are not legally obtainable in
New York. Hay and Willingham also noted to continue to look for new sources of information and new ways to investigate a subject. “That’s one of the beauties about
doing background investigations,” Willingham says, “you really never know where
you’re going to find that one piece of information that might make or break a deal.”
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The 10 Most Common Specialties of Private Investigators
November 05, 2013

by Kimberly Faber

When entering the field of private investigations, many investigators will select one or multiple specialties to focus
their company toward. We conducted a survey in which we asked investigators to provide their primary, secondary, and tertiary specialties. By calculating weighted totals for the number of times each specialty was listed as
primary, secondary, or tertiary, we were able to establish a list of the most common specialties of private investigators. In addition, we were also able to deduce the percentage of investigators who list a particular investigation type
as a service at all, regardless of whether primary, secondary, or tertiary.
Below is an expanded look at the 10 most common specialties of private investigators. There are innumerable combinations of specialties, and because most private investigators offer multiple specialties, the resulting statistics add
up to more than 100%.
1. Background Checks
Over 33% of investigators offer background checks as part of their services and specialties. It was the third most
frequent primary specialty listed but the most frequent secondary specialty in the survey. Background checks examine a person's professional and personal history and are applicable to a variety of investigations.
2. Civil Investigations
Listed as a specialty for 33% of investigators and one of the two most frequently listed primary specialties, civil
investigations was also in the top four for secondary specialties and, by a large margin, the most frequently listed
tertiary specialty. Civil investigations require investigators to gather evidence for trials involving two citizens and
can span a variety of cases including domestic surveillance, workers compensation, asset searches, missing persons, and more.
3. Surveillance
A specialty of 26% of investigators, surveillance was the fourth most listed primary specialty. For secondary specialty, however, surveillance was second only to background investigations. Surveillance is utilized in missing person searches, cheating spouse and infidelity investigations, workers compensation cases, corporate fraud, and
more.
4. Other
Falling under the category of other, 19% of investigators list one or more niche industries as specialties. Some of
the listed categories: criminal defense, process service, sexual assault, probation, missing children, K-9 drug detection, interviewing, fugitive locates, child custody, construction disputes, automobile theft, and felony criminal
cases. As a category, other was one of the top two frequently listed for primary specialties, while least frequent for
secondary and average for tertiary.
5. Insurance Investigations
For the 19% of investigators who have insurance investigations listed as a specialty, most listed it as a secondary or
tertiary specialty. There are as many types of insurance and insurance fraud investigations as there are types of insurance. These investigators utilize surveillance, records research, and interviews to look into health, car, home,
life, and workers compensation insurance fraud.
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6. Fraud
16% of investigators offer services in fraud investigations, but of the top ten it was listed as a primary specialty
least frequently. Still, fraud was in the top four for secondary specialty. Fraud investigations can range from
verifying past work experience to investigating identity theft. Sometimes defined as misrepresentation with an
intent to deceive, fraud can involve a company, an individual, a nanny, a job applicant, or a number of other people, entities, and scenarios.
7. Corporate Investigations
Corporate investigations are business-centric and can involve verifying the legitimacy of a business partner,
looking into loss or theft of proprietary information, identifying potential of a damaged reputation. 12% of investigators specialize in corporate investigations, and though it was listed least frequently as a tertiary specialty, it
was near the median for primary and secondary specialty.
8. Accident Reconstruction
16% of investigators offer accident reconstruction as a specialty, though for most it is a tertiary specialty. During
this type of investigation, an investigator will asses the cause, location, or circumstances of an accident. This can
help establish or reduce liability, provide answers to involved parties, and be a means of collecting evidence for
a court case.
9. Domestic Investigations
While only 12% of investigators focus on domestic investigations, it is usually a primary or tertiary specialty.
The category spans surveillance, security, background checks, divorce investigations, infidelity, drug abuse,
physical or sexual abuse, and child custody. During these investigations, private investigators provide information, records, and surveillance for issues affecting families.
10. Infidelity and Cheating Spouse
Only 12% of investigators offering infidelity and cheating spouse investigations as a specialty and it was rarely
listed as a primary specialty, with fraud being the only other specialty listed fewer times as a primary specialty.
It is not an incredibly frequent specialty of investigators. These investigations attempt to establish whether a
spouse's suspicions of infidelity are valid or unfounded.

Editor's note: The above information was garnered from a survey of investigators conducted by PInow. Weighted scores
were applied to the number of times an investigation type was listed as a primary, secondary, and tertiary specialty. The top
10 was ranked based on that data. The percentages utilized in the bar graphs above establish the percent of total investigators who listed the investigation type as a specialty at all, as a primary specialty, secondary specialty, or tertiary specialty.
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Video Surveillance Camera Use is on the Rise
September 21, 2013

by Zoe Hudson

Editor's note: This article was written by an industry professional and guest contributor.
The views and opinions in this article are of the author and do not reflect the views of PInow. Before conducting video surveillance, be sure to check the laws in your state. If you
are interested in becoming a guest contributor, send an email to submissions@pinow.com.
Video surveillance continues to rise in frequency and numbers across the globe. Government agencies, institutional organizations and privately-owned corporations are increasing
the use of surveillance cameras, and the use of video cameras in private investigations is
on the upswing as well.
A new study by IMS Research finds that tremendous growth is forecast for the wireless
infrastructure market in place to support video surveillance applications. With demand for
low-priced video surveillance systems coming from China and India, IMS expects revenues to soar to $705 million by 2017. That's a 160 percent increase from the nearly $275
million recorded in 2011.
In the US, video surveillance work is taking shape in a stunning amount of video security
cameras in the streets, and low-cost tech gadgets and tools in the hands of private investigators for their surveillance work. As an example of the video camera saturated urban centers in the US now, CNN reports that there are about 4,000 video surveillance security
cameras and license plate readers south of Canal Street in Lower Manhattan, NYC. It's
part of the overall Lower Manhattan Security Initiative (LMSI), which calculates the number of feeds from open public security cameras, as well as private cameras. These are
monitored by the New York police department regularly 24-7.
For private investigations, video is still a key element in most cases. Armed with small HD
video cameras, many private detectives use various covert observation techniques to learn
about their subjects.
Video Surveillance for PIs
Video surveillance work by private investigators initially involves background searches,
skip tracing, smart online searching and experienced detective work. Once a plan is set to
use video surveillance, the target's actions and activities are monitored via HD video. One
PI firm offered up a look at how a typical video surveillance might be set up:
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1. Use date and time stamps
The initial steps should include authenticating your video with a date and time
stamp as a starting point. It's essential to know dates and times when using
video surveillance.
2. Think like a film director
Use the video to show the location and position of the surveillance, to capture
footage that shows entry and exit roads, busy street intersections and more.
Having the coordinates of the stakeout position helps with the video construct.
3. Wait and wait
For location video surveillance, this could be the hardest part of the role of
the private investigator. Staged surveillance operations may involve a different video set up, but waiting for the target to emerge from a house or building
can take a lot of waiting. Vigilance is key.
4. Follow the target
Be prepared to follow in car, by foot, taxis, subways trains or other transportation. Do what it takes to get the video you need, making sure to maintain a
steady hand and a professional look.
5. Go unnoticed
Video surveillance is only as good as the lack of detection. Once the target is
aware of a pursuing video camera, the person will likely go to great lengths to
maneuver out of the situation.
Video Surveillance Laws
PIs should keep in mind that video surveillance and video security camera
laws vary by state. Always make sure you check with the laws in your county
and state before taking on a surveillance case.
About the Author
Zoe Hudson has a background in law enforcement and weapons. She teaches
gun safety courses and enjoys writing about this and other topics.
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Private investigator arrested for alleged witness tampering
A private investigator in Yakima is facing allegations that she intimidated and bribed witnesses and victims in
homicide, kidnapping and assault cases while working for suspects in those cases.
Stephanie L. Barnes, 38, who appeared at a preliminary hearing Monday, was arrested Friday and is being held on
$500,000 bail pending the filing of formal charges.
She is accused of using bribery and intimidation to convince victims and witnesses to change their statements in
several serious cases, according to probable cause affidavits filed in Superior Court by detectives from both the
Yakima County Sheriff’s Office and the Yakima Police Department.
During Monday’s preliminary hearing, Barnes, who worked for S&P Investigations and Consultants in Yakima,
shook her head and smiled as she glanced at a few people present on her behalf in the courtroom.
Two cases are highlighted in the affidavit: a kidnapping case handled by the Sheriff’s Office and a Yakima police
assault case. Her arrest was the result of a joint investigation by the departments.
In the kidnapping case, Barnes is accused of passing on bribes from suspects to the victim to get the victim’s statements changed and make prosecution more difficult, according to court documents.
The bribes allegedly included a red 2006 Audi sedan, $30,000 and a promise not to harm the victim or the victim’s
family, according to court documents. Barnes is also accused of telling the victim that the suspects knew where the
victim resided.
Deputies answered the kidnapping call March 4, and obtained taped statements from the victim, who said he’d been
called a police snitch and had been kidnapped and threatened by four gang members. Those suspects remain in the
Yakima County jail, according to the court documents.
Phone discussions between Barnes and two of the suspects while in custody support the victim’s claims of being
bribed and threatened, investigators said in the documents. Investigators acquired the recorded phone discussions
on the jail’s phone system because Barnes, who is not an attorney, was working independently for the suspects. The
calls thus were not subject to attorney-client privilege, they said.
Later, the victim agreed to wear a wire in a face-to-face meeting with Barnes, and detectives recorded the conversation.
In the assault case, Barnes is accused of pressuring a witness to change statements provided to law enforcement that
one of two suspects was in possession of a gun.
In that case, a boyfriend allegedly showed up unannounced at his girlfriend’s house and confronted her new boyfriend with a gun. He refused to leave and pushed the woman. When police arrived, he left in a car with another
man, who allegedly tossed the gun into a nearby alley, according to court documents. That man later was arrested
for illegal possession of a firearm, and weeks later the boyfriend was arrested after eluding police.
Barnes is not only accused of pressuring a witness to say the man was not in possession of the gun, but also convincing the boyfriend, whose criminal history was less extensive, to lie and submit a statement saying he had kept
the gun in his pocket the entire time, court documents said.
Barnes had also worked for Sneak a Peek Review, another private investigating firm in Yakima.
Additional charges may be brought, possibly in a homicide, in which Barnes is believed to have tampered with or
intimidated witnesses, said sheriff’s Sgt. Mike Russell.
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Responsible Locate Investigations by Private investigators
As investigators we receive many requests to locate individuals. Over the years I’ve received requests
to locate old college roommates, adoptees looking for birth parents, witnesses, beneficiaries, war veterans looking to be reunited with their fellow servicemen and friends and family members that have
lost touch with one another. Although it may give us a warm, fuzzy feeling to be part of a joyous reunion we should always keep in mind the possibility of a worse case scenario such as those unwilling to
be found. In my experience, approximately 70% of individuals fall into this category. Our office’s policy is not to report information about such individuals without their permission. Two exceptions are
attorney-requested witness locates and skip trace information—both of which have a legal basis for
the relinquishing of information.
It’s the investigator’s duty to conduct these searches responsibly and keep in mind that there is a reason contact was lost and perhaps it was the choice of the person being sought. For example, adoptees
may have a romantic idea of learning where they came from, envisioning a joyful, teary reunion, but
the reality is that it may have been a traumatic event resulting in shame and secrets for the birth parent and might disrupt a current household and family. And your client may not be forthright with the
entire truth, either. The man looking for his long lost son due to a bitter divorce may have actually
been the abuser and unreported domestic violence was the reason they lost touch. The brother that
wants nothing more than to be reunited with his sibling after 25 years, only for the investigator to
learn that there were undisclosed psychological and physical assault issues that left that sibling afraid
and forced him to go into hiding. These are all real life cases I’ve encountered over the years that repeatedly inform our policies. It is our responsibility to conduct due diligence on these, as on all
cases. Ask for supporting documents. Is the person truly behind in child support? Is there a judgment
or court case involved? Don’t just take your client’s word as gospel. The “truth” can be tricky and his
perception of it may vary from that of another person in his story.
Let the other 30% give you that all-too rare career high in a business that is by nature serious and often cynical: the war veteran revisiting those he fought alongside; a parent being reunited with a kidnapped child; the high school sweethearts who lost touch for decades. There is a personal side to
what we do.
Our ability as investigators to find people can make a difference in someone’s life. It’s critical to remember that it may be good or bad and could potentially create liability if not handled correctly.
Andrea Orozco
Advanced Professional Investigations
Castle Rock, CO
www.apisurveillancespecialists.com
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Finding Indigent and Homeless People
by L. Scott Harrell
Investigators are experts in following paper trails that lead to a defendant or a witness.
But what to do when there is no paper trail?
Most of us create a proverbial “paper trail” as we go through life, from birth certificate to the inevitable death certificate, with a
multitude of documents punctuating our voyage along the way. Additionally, almost any American leaves a virtual record: voter
registration information, civil and criminal court filings, address listings, crisscross directories, Motor Vehicle Department records, credit card records, Social Security number, sometimes police reports…the list goes on. And for investigators, skip tracers, and bail enforcement pros, these records are trails of bread crumbs, usually leading right to a subject’s door.
But what do you do when the subject of your search lives at the fringes of society, and leaves no paper or virtual trail? Is it even
possible? Yes, it can happen, and it does happen surprisingly often.
An expanding segment of our population doesn’t leave the usual clues.
There are an estimated 600,000-plus homeless people living in America. Some are on the run, mentally impaired, physically ill,
or are alcohol and drug abusers. Some have lost jobs, houses, families. Some have served time. And more than 60,000 of homeless Americans are veterans of war.
Because of their vulnerability, and sometimes their own acts, homeless and indigent often turn up as the victims, witnesses and
perpetrators in criminal incidents. But how do you find people who have no address, no current driver’s license, no workplace—
people who often don’t wish to be found?
Over the last few years, my company has been hired to locate a number of these defendants. In one case, the victim, the assailants and the witnesses (who all knew and traveled with each other) were transients living under a bridge a few blocks from
downtown Austin, Texas.
One thing I learned quickly: Homeless people do move from place to place, often covering great distances. I’ve found street people in Central Texas who’d moved from Michigan, California, Mexico, New York, and points beyond. Some relocate to more
moderate climates or places where they’ve heard it’s easier to get assistance or avoid prosecution; some relocate on a whim,
sometimes to far off places. In the case mentioned earlier, we learned that a bail fugitive had traveled from Austin to Dallas—a
distance of almost 195 miles—in only a few hours, when he heard we’d apprehended his co-defendant.
Getting Started
As with any investigation, you begin with a lead—some reason to believe that your subject is in a certain place. You might get a
lead from a subject’s old friends, relatives, associates, ex-employers, or your client (if acquainted with the subject). The subject
may have written or called someone and provided some clue about his location or destination. This is gumshoe work: knocking
on doors, making calls, visiting shelters.
Jails and police departments are also great places to start. Be sure to include PDs and jails in nearby and adjoining counties. (In
Austin, we can get incident reports that list dates, times, locations and the primary participants.) If you do turn up a record of
police contact with your subject, it’s usually outdated; but at the very least, the records can confirm that your subject was in the
area on a certain date and time. They may also point to an area where your subject hangs out regularly.
Sadly, hospitals and morgues are the two other institutions that have frequent contact with the transient population. If all else
fails, check there.
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Your next step is to develop two lists: the first, of shelter agencies that cater to transients; the second, of places that homeless
people typically congregate. The first list may include:

•
•
•
•

Salvation Army locations
Churches and church-sponsored locations, including “soup kitchens”
Privately funded charity organizations
YMCAs, YWCAs, etc.

In many places, street people have formed coalitions or associations to help survive day-to-day life on the streets. Any of these
groups may be able to give you leads. On your list of locations frequented by transients you will find:

•
•
•
•
•

Bus or train stations
Plasma centers that purchase blood from donors (and other income sources)
Day-worker pickup locations where they can obtain labor jobs
In the vicinity of the shelter agencies like the Salvation Army
Parks, bridges, highway overpasses, etc. (protection from the elements)

In Austin there’s an area called “The Drag,” a strip along a major street that runs along the west side of the University of Texas
campus. There are several places here where transients gather to exchange information about shelter locations and available
assistance. They panhandle passers-by, share food or drink and (in some cases), drugs and alcohol. Many sleep here, along the
sidewalk.
Every city has a place or places like these; any shelter worker will know where they are.
Once you’ve compiled your lists of places to look and checked with the jails, police, and hospitals, you’re almost ready for the
ground-search.
Hopefully you have obtained some or all of the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Subject’s full name, aliases, nicknames
Age and/or date of birth
A photograph, as recent as possible, and physical description
Medical data (illnesses or deformities)
Mental health information

In some cases, as a next step, you may want to prepare a “Missing” or a “Reward” poster, whichever is appropriate for the locations you intend on displaying them. These are useful for leaving with businesses or individuals, or posting in shelter agencies
and areas where other homeless people may frequent. You can also give them to people you interview along your way.
The posters may generate additional leads on your subject’s whereabouts, particularly if there is a reward offered for information. The posters should include a picture of the subject, name, description, maybe a reason why you are looking for the subject,
and how to contact you if someone has infor-mation. If you’re offering a reward for information, the poster should say so.
You may encounter problems getting information from some of the shelter organizations. Some facilities keep records of the
people who pass through them: For example, the Salvation Army shelter in Austin keeps an index card on every individual who
spends the night. The card shows a name and the date the subject stayed and has a short question-naire for the subject to fill out
about any health or mental problems. But many facilities have policies or legal restrictions preventing them from divulging
much, if any, useful information. In those cases, it’s helpful to have a copy of the defendant’s warrant with you. Most facility
operators don’t want the kind of trouble that might follow from not cooperating with an investigation.

Continued on page 14
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Please welcome these new members to our Association
Thomas M Smith
Patriot Investigations
PO Box 141
Marion, Iowa 52302
Bus: 319-447-9454
Cell: 319-654-4263
Email: tmsmith1948@gmail.com

Continued from page 13
If you are going to use a pretext method, I recommend leaving a message for the subject to pick up (if
appropriate to the case). Many facilities will take such a message for the subject and post it for their clients to receive if they come in to stay. Be sure to leave a “Missing” poster and your business card with
the supervisor and the desk clerk. We have had several cases where, after we had made contact with the
facility management, we received anonymous tips that our subject was at a specific location. (These tips
seem to come in at around one or two o’clock in the morning.)

Shoe Leather
Finally, it’s time to head to the hangouts, talk to people, and check out leads. It may take all of your interviewing skills and some patience to get information you can use—many of the folks you meet may
not trust anyone who seems like an authority figure. As with any potential witnesses, they may be evasive, manipulative, intoxicated, or even mentally ill. Be courteous and respectful, but persistent.
Remember the following steps as you go about your investigation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain a description of your subject and define a starting location for your search
Check jail logs and other local records
Develop lists of shelter agencies and locations fre-quented by transients
Make a “Missing” or “Wanted” poster in appropriate cases
Contact shelter agencies
Check the areas frequented by transients
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